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Today's best Samsung Galaxy S8 offeringsUsed the Galaxy S8 for several years, but it's still a strong choice for those looking for a flagship design and solid performance for less than $500. The Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8+ boast endless 5.8 and 6.2-inch displays that go edge-to-edge, and these phones feature
Qualcomm's relatively zippy Snapdragon 835 processor for fast performance. We're still not fans of the location of the fingerprint sensor. But when you add excellent battery life and camera improvements that were already very good, you have two winning phones with the Galaxy S8 and S8+. Check out our list of the
best phones for all our top tips. Galaxy S8 price and release dateUsed galaxy s8 and galaxy s8+ were released in April 2017. Now you can get the Galaxy S8 from $499 with 64GB of storage. The larger Galaxy S8+ is not as readily available, but sells for about $589. However, we saw this phone as low as $364 on
Amazon. You may want to keep an eye out for Black Friday deals and Cyber Monday deals to see if these phones get discounted during the holidays. Design: It's like the futureSuch S8 is an example of a phone almost without a bezel. Samsung not only to take away the frames on this phone; created a work of art of the
space age with a new endless display that stretches from edge to edge. The Galaxy S8 not only has a slightly larger screen-to-body ratio than lg's phone, but it also looks more elegant as Gorilla Glass curves toward the edges on the front and back. Other Android phones look like blah, flat plates in comparison. The S8
is also thinner and narrower than the G6. The screen on the S8 is 5.8 inches, compared to 6.2 inches on the S8+. But aside from the difference in display size, the S8 and S8+ have the same design. Overall, we prefer a larger screen on the S8+, but if you have small hands, you'll probably find yourself moving your
phone in your hand to reach certain buttons, including the home button, which is now a virtual button instead of a physical key. The button worked well in our testing and provided solid tactile feedback. It's lined with the Recent Apps and Back buttons. What's remarkable about the Galaxy S8 is how much more screen
real estate it gives you compared to the S7, while still offering a compact and lightweight design. The S8's 5.8-inch display is housed in a 5.5-ounce, 2.7-inch-wide chassis, while the 5.1-inch S7 weighed 5.4 ounces and had the same width. The S8 is taller, but it's still easy to use with one hand. With its 6.2-inch display,
the 6.1-ounce S8+ is heftier than the 5.5-ounce, 5.5-inch S7 Edge. But the S8+ makes the iPhone 8 Plus (6.2 x 3.1 x 0.29 inches, 7.13 ounces) look positively bloated. In addition, unlike the latest iPhones, the S8 and S8+ have headphone jacks. No matter what size you choose, it won't be long before you see fingerprint
smouths on the back of your phone. Smouths were particularly prominent on the midnight black version S8 and S8+, but you can also choose lighter orchid gray or Arctic silver, which do not show smouths so easily. Galaxy S8Galaxy S8+PriceFrom $499From $589Display (Pixels)5.8 inches (2960 x 1440) Super
AMOLED6.2 inches (2960 x 1440) Super AMOLEDCamera (Back)12 MP, f /1.7 aperture12 MP, f /1.7 apertureCamera (Front)8 MP, f/ 1.7 aperture8 MP, f/1.7 apertureBiometric ScanningFacial recognition, iris scanner, fingerprint readerFacial recognition, iris scanner, fingerprint readerCPUSnapdragon 835Snapdragon
835RAM4GB4GBStorage64GB64GBmicroSDup to 256GBup to 256GBBattery3,000 mAh3,500 mAhBattery Life (4G)10:3911:04Size5.9 x 2.7 x 0.3 inches6.3 x 2.9 x 0.3 inchesWeight5.5 ounces6.1 ouncesColorsMidnight Black, Orchid Gray, Arctic SilverMidnight Black, Orchid Gray, Arctic SilverAndroid Version7.0
Nougat7.0 NougatChargingUSB Type-CUSB Type-CWireless ChargingWPC and PMAWPC and PMA About that fingerprint sensor... We were concerned that placing a fingerprint sensor right next to the camera on the back of the Galaxy S8 and S8+ could be a problem. And at first it was. Since the sensor is quite
narrow, it is difficult to focus on it without looking. We got used to it after a few days, but we still wish it was under the lens. If you don't want your phone to unlock after the S8, you can choose from a few other biometric options offered by Samsung. There's facial recognition, as well as iris scanning. Iris scanning unlocks
the phone faster and even works in the dark, but does not work in direct sunlight; Your eyes must be fully open, so singathing is not an option. Facial recognition is not only slower, but also had problems in direct sunlight and does not work in the dark. Our advice? Use iris scanning everywhere except the sun, and when
the light is bright, just use a fingerprint sensor. Display: The perfect screen is hereApple brings the OLED screen to the iPhone X, but you have to pay a thousand for the privilege. The sporty resolution of 2960 x 1440 pixels, both the Galaxy S8 and Galaxy S8+ have turned into near-perfect scores in our tests, offering
very clear images, amazingly vivid colors, and near-perfect color accuracy. The extra-wide 18.5:9 aspect ratio doesn't work well with some apps, but overall we like how immersive the video and gaming experience is. Watching the new Star Wars: The Last Jedi trailer, we were able to break down every wrinkle in Rey's
hands when he seemed to levitate the stones around him with force, as did every rising circle of smoke around Kylo Reno's smoldering mask. As the camera rolled to the island where Luke trained Rey, it was hard not to impress with the golden sun bouncing off the water, as well as the lush, green greenery of the dotted
mountain. The S8 backed up our experience by producing an excellent 183 percent sRGB color gamut. It blows away lg g6's 134 percent, but the AMOLED screen on google pixel scored even 191 percent. (However, if you turn on adaptive display mode on the Galaxy S8, it can reach up to 255 percent.) If you're looking
for the exact color, the S8 can also deliver it. In its AMOLED photo mode, the display recorded a Delta-E score of 0.28 (0 is perfect). The LG G6 was closest at 1.01, but the Pixel XL was far behind, with 5.88. Like the LG G6, the Galaxy S8 screen is HDR certified, which means you can enjoy a wider range of colors and
better contrast on videos that support the standard. Amazon, Netflix and YouTube offer a growing range of HDR-ready movies and shows. The 18.5:9 aspect ratio doesn't work well for every app. For example, in Super Mario Run we noticed unsightly bars above and below the game. But Samsung's own apps are
optimized and you can fill the screen by pressing the button while watching YouTube and Netflix, even if the video looks a little stretched. Since our initial review, some users have complained about the red hue that appeared on S8 screens, but Samsung has released a fix. Audio: Poppin'Pro small speaker, Galaxy S8
pumps quite sweet sound. When we listened to Justin Timberlake's Can't Stop the Feeling, on this phone, the lyrics were clearer, and the volume was louder than the same track on the LG G6. The second phone sounded slightly muted by comparison. However, you don't get stereo sound from the Galaxy S8 like you do
from HTC U Ultra. The S8 Snapdragon 835 muscle blitzes every other Android phone on the market. Performance: The handheld PowerhouseChad S8 is boldly moving forward into a new era of speed, thanks to Qualcomm's Snapdragon 835 on-chip system (at least in the US; in other regions, the S8 will have
Samsung's Exynos 8895 chip). The S8 also comes with healthy 4GB memory, 64GB of storage (double the amount you get from the basic LG G6 and Google Pixel models) and a microSD card extension for people who need even more space. When you put it all together, the S8 muscle blitzes every other Android
phone on the market but falls short of the A11 Bionic iPhone 8 chip. The S8 almost always feels extraordinarily elegant, regardless of whether you're vaulting through Goombas in Super Mario Run or mowing strangers in the N.O.V.A. Legacy. When using multiwindow mode to chat with friends while streaming video on
YouTube, we did not experience any delays. If you pay close attention, you may notice that some transitions when switching between apps are not 100 percent smooth, but this seems to be mostly cosmetic. In terms of comparative performance, the Galaxy S8's multi-core score of 6,295 in the Geekbench 4 overall
performance test was more than 50 percent higher than its nearest Android competitor, the Snapdragon 821-powered Google Pixel XL (4,146). However, the iPhone 8 scored above 10,000 on this test. The graphics performance of the Galaxy S8 was also quite impressive, reaching 36,508 on the 3DMark Ice Storm
Unlimited test. Other Android opponents like LG G6 (29,611) and Google XL (28,182) was further behind. But the iPhone 8 scored much higher 64,532.New for the S8 is the Samsung Device Management card that is best accessible by swiping from the Edge card. It offers a quick look at your device's status, including
battery status, power mode (optimized, performance, game, or entertainment), available storage, and current memory usage. There's also an optimization button that cleans up all persistent apps and clears the cache, a useful tool for people who go weeks or months without actually turning off their devices. Cameras:
Better on both front and rearWhen we first learned that the 12 megapixel rear camera S8 is seemingly the same as on last year's S7, we were a little disappointed. But the rush of emotion was a little premature, because under the hood, Samsung made some important software improvements. And then you throw away
the new higher resolution front camera and 8 MP, and you get a phone that produces noticeably better images no matter which shooter you're using. The most important improvement comes in the form of Samsung's new multi-image photo processing, which mimics the operation of Google Pixel's HDR+ mode by take
multiple images when you press the shutter, select the best, and enhance this image with more details and information from the remaining two images. When we took the S8+ and Pixel XL for some concurrent testing, it was clear that Samsung's modifications had quite a positive effect. At a nearby farmers market, the
S8 captured a crate full of apples with better contrast, richer colors and better details than the Pixel XL. And as I continued down the street, the S8+ topped the Pixel XL again when I snapped a pic of some flowers, this time offering a better white balance than a Google phone, as evidenced by the greenish hue on the
white flower petals. But it wasn't a clean sweep for the S8+. When I really tried to push both cameras to the limit by shooting backlit scenes pointing directly at the sun, the Pixel XL stunned us with a shot featuring large, bold colors and sharp details, even though there was some serious lens flare going on. Inside, in
almost ideal conditions, the S8+ and Pixel XL were neck and neck again. One difference is that the pixel's cool color tone brought green in pistachio macaroni, while the pic of the S8 sported a more neutral white balance, leading to a more pleasing overall photo. Finally, in a local bar with even less light for work, both the
Pixel XL and Galaxy S8 stunned us with photos that were brighter than scenes in real life. Small differences included less blown-out highlights in the S8 pic, which was faced with more detail in the darker areas of the scene in the Pixel photo. When it comes to improving photos or changing modes, Samsung has added
new Snapchat-like filters that let you decorate faces with various animal masks, hats and other silly emojis. But if not Your imagination, camera also comes with modes for shooting panoramas, food, slow-mo and more. And as with all good camera apps, Pro mode is also available to allow you to manually adjust settings.
When it comes to selfies, the S8 and S8+ sport new 8-MP cameras with a wide-angle lens that makes it easy to snap you and all your besties at once. However, compared to the Pixel XL 8-MP camera, selfies of the S8 can sometimes be a little lacking. We compared photos taken with the S8 and Pixel XL outdoors on a
sunny day. The Pixel XL photo had an extra level of sharpness and detail that we didn't get from the S8+. Our face looked a little too smooth and perfect on Samsung, to the point where we were wondering if Beauty Mode was kicking, even though we had set it to 0.The Galaxy S8 camera can shoot 4K video at 30
frames per second and slow-mo video at up to 240 frames per second at 720p. (In comparison, the LG G6 shoots at just 60 fps in slow-mo.) To test the video quality of the Galaxy S8, we shot several shots of a pond with fish swimming in 4K. Shots of the S8 looked sharper and more vivid than what the iPhone 7 Plus
captured, even though the colors looked a little oversued. However, when we put both phones on the holder to test image stabilization, the video of the iPhone 7 looked smoother; we saw a bit of a stutter in the S8 shots as we went up a grassy hill. For the hallmark feature on the flagship phone, Bixby feels pretty
undercooked right now. Bixby: Still ongoing workSuded S8 introduces a new personal assistant, Bixby, to take on the likes of Apple's Siri and Microsoft's Cortana. And for the feature of Samsung's flagship phone, Bixby feels pretty undercooked right now, even after Samsung has put voice controls on its virtual assistant.
The main difference between Bixby and other digital assistants is that it allows you to control your phone with voice commands instead of tapping the screen, which can save you time and energy. You can also use Bixby to tell you the weather or look at the definition of quixotic, but its real purpose is to give you a whole
new way of controlling your phone. For example, you can ask Bixby to show you emails from a specific person by name, and within seconds he will neatly pull out all your conversations. This is much faster than tapping to open an email app, hitting search and then typing that person's name. Bixby also understands
complex commands with contextual language, so you can ask Bixby, for example, to post the last photo you took on Instagram and add a caption, all with one command. You can also change almost any setting on the S8 using your voice, which is often much faster than trying to dig through a modern phone's
increasingly complex range of menus and cards. Or at least that's how it should work. The big problem is that Bixby's voice command function, although now available, was pretty erratic when we tested it. Sometimes Bixby he doesn't understand your language, your language, other times, Bixby is mised and tries to open
the wrong app or adjust the wrong settings. But every once in a while Bixby gets everything right and you won't even be able to say that his voice commands are still in development. Currently, simple commands have the best success rate. MORE: 11 Best Things Bixby Voice Can Do on the Galaxy S8As on August 22,
Samsung announced that the Bixby voice command feature is now available in over 200 countries and territories, although you'll still need to use either English or Korean to make it work. Support for other languages, as well as other third-party applications, is in the works. Then there's bixby vision, which uses the S8
camera along with object recognition to identify items in the world. We found it worked quite well when we showed the S8 on various household items such as shampoos, snacks and aluminum foil. It also works for books. After we showed the Galaxy S8 camera to any object, we could check prices online on
Amazon.Let's say you're in a liquor store and want to know the rating of this wine or what food you pair it with. Bixby also teamed up with Vivino to identify that bottle and spit back information. However, at a wine shop in New York, the feature was more of a miss than a hit as it seemed to have problems with bright lights.
At home, however, Bixby identified three wines correctly, although we were greeted by a home server error. Other bixby talents include the ability to set reminders and the Tab-based Bixby Home tool to show you your plan, facebook trends, weather, news, and more. Everyone said Bixby is a frustrating mix of success
and failure, although there is great potential should Samsung work out all the loops. Fortunately, however, you can contact Google Assistant, which is also pre-installed on the S8. Software: Feature-rich but accessibleRunning Android 7.0 Nougat, the Galaxy S8 still has skin on top of Android, but it's quite intuitive, and
Samsung's minimalist, line-drawn icons are easy to understand. We like that you don't have to click a button to see all your apps from the home screen; just swipe down from the center of the screen, and then swipe left to see more apps. If you swipe down from the top of the screen, wherever you are, you'll see
samsung quick setup notifications and shortcuts. Finally, swiping from the left gives you access to Edge screen shortcuts such as a customizable list of apps, a device maintenance screen (for battery, power mode selection, etc.) and Smart Select to select and share and share or pin an area of the screen to the top of the
screen. You will also find a lot of advanced features. Those at the top of our list include one-handed mode, which you can activate by repeatedly tapping the home button to shrink the screen, as well as the ability to quickly start the camera by pressing the power button twice. At least on the T-Mobile S8 we there was
minimal bloatware. T-Mobile included only five custom apps: Device Unlock, T-Mobile, T-Mobile Name ID, T-Mobile TV and Visual Voicemail.Accessories: Way beyond Gear VRChoáry Galaxy S8 are working with the new Gear VR for those who want to experience virtual reality games and content, but this is not the only
interesting accessory. The new DeX ($149) is a dock that allows you to use the S8 and S8+ as mini PCs. The docking station can connect to a full-size monitor via an HDMI port, as well as keyboards and mice via Bluetooth. It also has an Ethernet connector and a USB port. Out of the pack, Samsung Connect lets you
access and control various Samsung smart home devices. For example, you can start vacuuming a Samsung robot ($549) or peek into the Samsung Family Hub refrigerator (about $2,900) to see what you need from the store when you're out. But you'll have a lot more options if you buy a Samsung $169 Samsung
Connect Home – a combination of mesh Wi-Fi router and SmartThings hub that lets you control other items like Philips Hue lights and netgear arlo security camera. Samsung offers a number of other accessories, including the LED View cover, which always has time to look at, a wireless charging stand and more. Check
out our haul of the best Galaxy S8 accessories and Galaxy S8 cases. Battery LifeOne's concern about a phone with such a screen is how this additional property could affect battery life. The Galaxy S8+ has a slightly smaller battery than last year's S7 Edge (3,500 mAh versus 3,600 mAh), and yet the S8+ has improved
for nearly 1 hour, to 11 hours and 4 minutes, on Tom's Guide Battery Test (continuous 4G LTE web surfing via T-Mobile). The standard 3,000-mAh Galaxy S8 battery lasted 10:39 on the same test and improved on the Galaxy S7 (8:47) time by nearly 2 hours. We obtained these results with the phone resolution set to a
maximum value of 2960 x 1440 pixels. They come with a less demanding 2220 x 1080 setting by default. MORE: Smartphones with the longest battery lifeSuch as the Galaxy S8 +, The battery life of the Pixel XL was only slightly longer, at 11:11. The iPhone 8 Plus hit 11:16, while the smaller iPhone 8 lasted 9:54. LG G6
ended so behind, with a time of only 8:39.In addition, the S8 has smart batteries that allow it to learn about your usage patterns that help extend its life even more. And when you need to juicing your phone again, you can take advantage of the S8's fast charging option via the included USB Type-C cable or use one of
Samsung's neat wireless chargers (available separately). Bottom lineI's clear that with the Galaxy S8 and S8+, Samsung decided to create more than a phone. It's trying to build an ecosystem that will appeal more to Apple, with devices from Gear VR and DeX to the new Samsung Connect app to control smart home
equipment and Bixby assistant. It is also clear that Samsung has not yet achieved this Bixby functions may be affected or omitted. Ale Ale With that deficiency, the Galaxy S8 still outperforms the Android competition while surpassing the iPhone 8 and iPhone 8 Plus in terms of design, display quality and features.
IPhones are better, though, in terms of vesied speed and their cameras. Some customers prefer a newer Android phone in the same price range as the $479 pixel 3a XL, but overall the Galaxy S8 and S8+ remain good value for those who prefer Samsung phones. Credit: Jeremy Lips/Tom's Guide; Comparing: Samuel
Rutherford/Tom guide. Today is the best Samsung Galaxy S8 deals
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